FOR RENT
Stay Sthlm gives people a home away from home, by redefining
living experiences, breaking traditions and providing good, safe
and comfortable corporate living.

The Process

The partnership

The process is simple and our sales and
housing team will take care of the whole
process for your organization:
Dedicated sales team
Property listing online
Apartment viewing onsite
Digital viewings
Sign contract online
Move-in and key hand over onsite
24/7 Housing Service
Handyman on demand
Termination & move-out process

The relationship between Stay Sthlm
and the customers should be simple and
seamless - just as we run our business
today. Stay, unlike other agencies, take
no fees nor hidden agenda. We are
simply just a seamless specialized
corporate apartment provider. We are a
dedicated full service partner to our
customers and tenants with a
qualitative housing solution.

Stay´s partner services are all free of
charge, with no hidden costs.

The solution

The relationship
We are one of the largest providers of
corporate long term apartment´s in
Stockholm. In 2021/22 we are
expanding to the North, East and
South of Sweden. So stay tuned!
Stay believes in long lasting
relationships and our past shows us
that our tenants love staying with us.
It is a long term solution, flexible and
personal. We customize the living
experience to the customers demands.

Together, we will be the challenger on
the housing market, finding new ways to
make the transfer to Sweden as smooth
and seamless as possible.
Stay offers furnished and unfurnished
corporate apartments for companies
that have employees relocating to
Sweden. Stay is the simple and
effective choice, as we do the search,
the paperworks and take care of your
employees during their stay in Sweden.

TOMORROW
Ambitions are high. The opportunities are reachable. The future
challenge is reachable. Stay is here to stay and grow with our partners.

The day after tomorrow
Being active on the market and being
part of where it happens is a matter of
course for us at Stay. In 2021, a new
company has emerged and we are very
pleased to present Stay North, a part of
Stay in Sweden.
With new companies entering the
business, new expertise and products
being developed and the collaboration
between sectors are getting bigger.
There is a real opportunity and Stay will
stand out in the category by being bold,
innovative, alert and a market
challenger.

The locations
Head office
Stay Sthlm
Opening soon:
Stay North
Stay South

The ambitions
Stay Sthlm are prepared to do
something bold, against the existing
conventions and codes of the category,
to break through and redefine living
experiences.
We strive to make the relationship with
our trusted partners and clients as
seamless as possible.
We believe this is done through
transparency, trusted relationships,
years of experience, service teams on
call, digitalisation and with no hidden
costs.

Stay in touch
Stay Sthlm
www.staysthlm.com
sales@staysthlm.se
@staysthlm
+46 8 410 337 80

